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1.

DATABASE CONFIGURATION AND INSTALLATION

1.
This document complements the PlaMES User Guidelines. It explains how the database is
configured and can be installed, and describes various administrator functions that are available in the
central database managed by the M&E Officer or System Administrator\1.
A. Database Characteristics
2.
PlaMES will run on computers with Windows as operating system, under MS-Access 2007
and later versions of MS-Access\2. The database installer will check if MS-Access is installed on the
computer. If this is not the case, Access Runtime must be installed to be able to use the database: how
to do this is discussed later on.
3.
PlaMES consists of two linked files: the file PMEdb.accde (the ‘front-end’ of the database)
and the file PMEdata.accdb (the data file or ‘back-end’ of the database)\3. The two files are jointly
referred to as ‘the system’ or ‘the database’. PlaMES uses various other files, for example templates
used for exporting tables to Excel.

PlaMES

(i)

– file with Forms and Reports to enter and use data

(ii)

– data file which contains Tables with all the data you enter

4.
The file PMEdata.accdb consists of Tables, and this file will contain all the data that is
entered into the system. The file PMEdata.accdb will itself not be opened. The file PMEdb.accde
consists of the Forms, Queries and Reports that are used to enter, retrieve, process, print and export
data. Through this file, the file PMEdata.accdb is accessed. The file PMEdb.accde contains no data
and there is no need to back it up. Both files will be installed in the same folder/directory – where
exactly depends on the computer.
5.
PlaMES has been designed for use on stand-alone computers, it is not an online web-enabled
system. The database can be installed using a setup file called PLAMES406.exe, which can be run
from the computer or from a flash drive. The number 406 is a version number which can change over
time. This setup file or installer will do the following:
a) create various folders/directories for the database files and install the database files;
b) install support files, for example templates used to export tables to Excel;
c) make the folder/directory where the database files are kept ‘trusted’ to prevent security
warnings every time you open the database;

1

The M&E Officer would normally also be the System Administrator, but in some cases these functions may be
split, with the M&E Officer focusing on content while another person manages the database.
2

MS-Access 2007, 2010, 2013, 2016 and 2019, including 32-bit, 64-bit and Runtime versions. The database has
features that are not compatible with older versions of MS-Access.
3

File extensions such as .accdb and .exe are included in this document, but may not show depending on the
computer settings. PMEdata.accdb may show as only PMEdata when you check in This PC or My Computer or
Windows Explorer. From version 4.01 onward, 32 bit and 64 bit versions of the database are always installed,
which means there are two ‘front-end’ files (each with their own shortcut): PMEdb.accde and PMEdb64.accdb.
1
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d) install four folders in the My Documents folder: (i) the folder PlaMES Backup for backup
copies of data files; (ii) the folder PlaMES DataFile for exported data files used to set up other
databases; (iii) the folder PlaMES Forms for data collection forms, and (iv) the folder
PlaMES Reports where reports and tables will be exported to.
e) put two shortcut icons on the desktop to open the database (32 bit and 64 bit versions);
f) put shortcuts on


the Start menu (Windows XP / 7)



the Apps menu (Windows 8 / 10)

6.
To install PlaMES, double-click the installer PlaMES406.exe and follow instructions. If
Windows gives a security warning, click More info and then [Run anyway] to allow installation. The
first thing that is done during setup is to check whether MS-Office and MS-Access are installed. The
installer also checks if the database has already been installed before. If this is the case and the
installed version is older, the database can be updated to a newer version.
B. Installing the Central Administrator Database
7.
When you run the installer PLAMES406.exe, several screens with information will be shown
including one titled Select the installation type. This will either show Normal Installation when you are
installing for the first time on a computer, or Update when you are updating PlaMES. There are four
different database types (see Figure 1). The most basic setup is a project that only has one central
database, used by the M&E Officer. In addition to the central database, multiple Lead Implementing
Agencies and Lead Services Providers can each have their own decentralized database. The setup
shown in Figure 1 is the most complicated setup, with four different database types installed.
Figure 1. Database types and linkages

2
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8.
When carry out a Normal Installation and complete the installation process for a central
administrator database, you will have to find and select a data file when you open PlaMES for the first
time. You will then have an empty central database that is ready for use, with general definitions such
as countries, activity status definitions, institution types and an initial set of units of measurement.
However, it will not yet contain project-specific definitions, such as project components, expenditure
categories, geographic areas, outputs, outcomes, indicators etc. The next step is to enter all the
project-specific definitions, using the > Administrator Options on the Dashboard (see Section 8).
9.
To open the database, double-click the desktop icon
and enter a username and password
on the logon screen (see Section 4). PlaMES can be removed as follows: open the Control Panel; click
Programs and Features; find and select PlaMES on the list of programs; click
.
C. Installing a Decentralized Database
10.
There are four different database types (see Figure 1). Type 1 is the central administrator
database that will be used by the M&E Officer. There must always be one central database, which
should be installed first. After that, three types of decentralized databases can be installed, as needed.
In principle there is no limit to the number of decentralized databases, but institutions that are
provided with a database for decentralized data entry should be carefully selected, considering whether
they have the capacity to use the database effectively.
a) Type 2 is a decentralized database to be used by a Lead Service Provider, other Lead
Implementing Agency or lower-level Management Unit. One database of this type can be
installed for each institution that will be doing decentralized data entry. This type of database
will only contain data entered by the institution using it.
b) Type 3 is an additional database in the central management unit or institution responsible for
the project. The purpose is to have one or more additional computers where data can be
entered, by an M&E Assistant, additional M&E Officers or Component Managers. This type
of database will contain the same data as the central administrator database.
c) Type 4 is a read-only database, for any staff member, department or institution that needs to
be able to consult data and generate reports, but not enter data. This would be the appropriate
type of database for the Project Coordinator or Manager, or a Government Officer who is not
involved in implementation but needs to be informed about progress and results.
11.
A decentralized database can be
installed by following the steps
described below.
a) Open the central administrator
database. For a Type 2 database,
the institution that will use the database must first be entered in the Institutions Register.
b) It is also advisable to enter a username and password for the operator who will be entering
data in the decentralized database: go to > Administrator Options and click on Add User (see
Section 4 for more details).
c) Go to > Administrator Options. Where it says Export a data file for use by another database select
the database type, for example
.
d) For a Type 2 database, select the institution for which the database will be installed from the
list, for example
. Skip this step for Type 3 and Type 4 databases.
e) Confirm that a user (username and password) has been entered for the new database you are
setting up, by selecting it from the list, for example:
3

.
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f) Click Export and read the message about the data file that will be exported. Click Yes to
continue: there will be a message indicating to which folder the datafile will be copied. Click
Yes to accept or No to select a different folder. The data file PMEdata.accdb will then be
copied to that folder.
g) Move the exported data file PMEdata.accdb from the specified folder and put it on a flash
drive. The installer PLAMES406.exe should also be on the flash drive. Take the flash drive to
the institution where the database should be installed. Alternatively, you can send the two files
to that institution via email or using Google Drive, but then they must clearly understand or be
guided how to install themselves.
h) Use PLAMES406.exe to install the database (Normal Installation). The database will be installed
without data file, so that you can use the data file that was just exported from the central
database\4.
i) Open the database using the desktop icon. There will
be a message saying that the data file was not found:
click Yes to confirm that you are installing a new
database. Another message will ask if you have a data
file: click Yes to confirm.
j) Browse to the folder where the data file is located, find
and select the file PMEdata.accdb and then click Save. The data file will be copied to the
correct location and the database will be opened. You can now log on. Note that the
abbreviated name of the institution using the database will always be shown on the dashboard.
12.
When the central administrator database already contains data (activities, outputs etc.) the
exported data file for a Type 3 and Type 4 database will also contain all that data. For a Type 2
database, only selected data will be included in the exported data file:
a) only institutions in the Institutions Register and beneficiary organizations in the Beneficiary
Organizations Register will be included for which ‘share’
has been ticked;
b) only activities in the AWPB Register will be included for which it has
been indicated that they belong to the institution using the Type 2
database;
c) no output level or outcome level results will be included;
d) all data in the Knowledge Management Register will be included.

4

In all cases, a 32-bit version as well as a 64 bit of the system will be installed. It’s just a matter of using the
correct shortcut icon on the desktop: PlaMES if the computer has a 32-bit version of MS-Office / MS-Access,
PlaMES64 if the computer has a 32-bit version of MS-Office / MS-Access.
4
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D. Access Runtime, Language, Date and Time Settings
13.
PlaMES requires MS-Access to work. If MS-Access is not installed on the computer, Access
Runtime should be installed separately. The installer PLAMES406.exe will warn if MS-Access is
missing, and offer to open the website\5 where Access Runtime can be downloaded. To download and
install Access Runtime:
a) select language
b) click [Download]
c) select the correct file\6 to download:
usually the one starting with
d) click [Next]
e) download and save the file on your
computer
f) find the file on your computer and
open it (double-click)
g) wait for Access Runtime to install (this can take a while)
14.
Note that the language settings\7 on a computer influence how dates and numbers are
displayed. Often, the default setting is English (United States), which causes dates to be displayed as
mm/dd/yyyy: 6 March 2011 becomes 03/06/2011, which could be interpreted as 3 June 2011. When
the setting is French, USD 120,377.50 becomes USD 120 377,50. It is recommended to always use the
date picker
to enter dates, and to enter numbers without formatting: enter 38250 (and not 38 250
or 38,250) and let the system do the formatting.
15.
The computer date and time is used to track when data have been entered or changed, and it
must be set correctly on all computers where the database is installed. Open Settings or the Control
Panel, click on the Time and Language or Clock, Language and Region → Date and Time to manually
adjust the computer’s date and/or time, if necessary. Click on Change time zone to check whether the
time zone is correct, and manually change the time zone, if necessary. Click on the Internet Time tab
and make sure that the computer automatically synchronizes its clock whenever it is connected to the
internet: this is the best way to ensure that the date and time are always correct.

5

Various MS-Office versions do not include Access. In those cases, Microsoft Office Access Runtime must be
installed. It is recommended to install Microsoft Office Access Runtime 2013, which can be downloaded from
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=39358. It is free and allows you to use (but not
design) any Access database.
6

There are 32-bit and 64-bit versions of MS-Office. Normally you will have the default version which is 32-bit,
in which case the 32-bit version of Access Runtime must be installed: download the file that starts with
. If a 64-bit version of MS-Office is installed, you must install the 64-bit version of Access
Runtime: download the file that starts with
. To check the MS-Office version, open Word or
Excel, click on File – Help and look for version: it will show a number like
with 32 or
64-bit between brackets.
7

To change the settings, open the Control Panel, click on Clock, Region and Language → Region and
Language, and on Formats tab select the appropriate format: English (United Kingdom) or French (France) or
Portuguese (Portugal) or another setting appropriate for your county and language.
5
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2.

SETTING INDICATOR TARGETS

16.
Targets for indicators should be entered as soon as possible after PlaMES has been installed,
and updated annually. Three types of targets can be entered. The first type is completion targets for
indicators, to be achieved by the end of a project and derived from the project design documents.
Indicators and targets can be scattered and found anywhere in the documents, including in the logical
framework, the text, the annexes and the cost tables. This therefore involves careful analysis of the
design documents: you may for example find that an indicator is mentioned more than once with
different targets, in which case a decision must be made about which target to use. The second type are
mid-term indicator targets, to be achieved halfway through the project period, around the time of the
Mid-Term Review. Over time, it may be found that for some indicators these targets are unrealistic,
and at Mid-Term Review targets are typically reviewed and may change. When PlaMES is set up at
the beginning of the project, the first step would be to analyze the project documents, extract indicator
targets and enter them in the system. The third type is annual targets, which should be defined or
reviewed each year during AWPB preparation, and entered in the system. It is important that targets
are consistent with the targets entered by IFAD in the project logframe that it keeps in its Operational
Results Management System (ORMS).
17.
To enter indicator targets, click > Administrator Options on the Dashboard to open the
Administrator Menu Form and then click Targets to open the Indicator targets Form. This Form allows
you to enter mid-term targets, end targets and annual targets, as well as short comments related to the
targets you set. When you open the Form, it will show indicators with their targets at all levels:
outreach, project goal, project development objective, outcomes and outputs.
18.
The Form is opened read-only and must be unlocked for editing, by clicking on the ‘key’
symbol, which changes the Form to data entry mode. Any data that is added or changed in data entry
mode will be automatically saved as soon as the Form is closed using Close or when you move to
another Record.
19.
Annual targets should be entered or reviewed every year as part of the annual planning
process, and project management must try to define reasonable targets for as many indicators as
possible. However, when it is impossible to make a reasonable estimate, it is better to leave the target
blank than to enter a target that has little basis and may be unrealistic. Note that when you leave a data
field empty, that means no target has been set. When you enter zero, that means the target is zero, in
other words nothing is expected to be achieved.

6
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Figure 2. Targets Form for setting indicator targets

No target
set
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A target
of zero
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3.

BACKUP

20.
Automatic monthly backup. On every computer where PlaMES is installed, the data file is
backed up automatically once a month. This is done the first time the database is opened in any month,
and the backup file then represents the status of the project at the end of the previous month. During
automatic backup, the data file PMEdata.accdb is copied to the folder PlaMES Backup in the
Documents / My Documents folder on the computer. After it has been copied, the name of that backup
file is changed to PMEdata_xx_yyyy.accdb where xx is a number indicating the month and yyyy
indicates the year\8. For example, when the database is opened on 4 August 2018, and the previous
time it was opened was 27 July 2018, the data will represent the status of the project at the end of July
2018. In that case the data file will be copied and the copy will be renamed to
where 7 refers to July.
21.
Manual backup. The central database, managed by the M&E Officer, is where all data is
compiled. The administrator functions in this database include the option of manually making a
backup at any time. This should be used to regularly copy the data file to the cloud (for example
Google Drive) or to an external storage device (hard disk or flash drive). In case the computer is
damaged or stolen, that backup can be used to restore the system. Click > Administrator Options on
the Dashboard to open the Administrator Menu Form. Click Backup to make a backup of the data file.
Select the folder where you want the backup to be saved (cloud-based storage, external hard disk). It
could also be a flash drive if you want to move the system to a different computer. A message will
appear asking for confirmation, and if you click Yes, the data file will be copied. Another message will
appear, showing where the data file was copied to. The name of the data file will not be changed, it
will remain as PMEdata.accdb. When you do a manual backup, an existing file from a previous
manual backup will be replaced.
22.
Automatic backup during maintenance. Occasionally, the database will carry out some
maintenance (compact and repair). Before this is done, a backup is made of the data file, to the same
folder PlaMES Backup in the My Documents folder on the computer. In this case, the backup copy
that is made of data file is renamed to PMEdata.bak.
23.
Automatic backup during data exchange. When the data file is submitted for data exchange
from a Type 2 or Type 3 Database, a backup is first made of the data file, to the same folder
PlaMES Backup in the Documents / My Documents folder on the computer. In this case the name of
the data file will not be changed, it will remain as PMEdata.accdb, and an existing backup file from a
previous data exchange will be replaced. If anything goes wrong during data exchange, this data file
can be used to restore the system.
24.
All the backup files mentioned above will still be on the computer where the database is
installed, which is of no use if the hard disk crashes beyond repair, or if the computer is stolen. In
addition, it is therefore recommended to copy the backup files from the folder PlaMES Backup in the
Documents / My Documents folder to a removable media (CD/DVD, external hard disk) or to a cloudbased service for data storage and file sharing (see Section 7).

8

As mentioned earlier, file extensions such as .accdb may not show depending on the computer settings:
PMEdata.accdb may show as only PMEdata when you check in My Computer.
8
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4.

USER ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT

25.
PlaMES has three types of accounts. A user can only view data, generate reports and export
data. An operator can also add new records, edit existing data and delete records. In addition, the
administrator can add or change database definitions and use various administrator functions, such as
restricting data entry, making manual backups and carrying out data exchange. Each account consists
of a username, a password and an indication of the type of account: usr for user, opr for operator and
adm for administrator.
26.
When PlaMES is set up the first time, two accounts are created: one account for the
administrator (adm) and one account for a general user (usr). The username for the administrator will
be the abbreviated name or acronym of the project followed by admin: for example, sampleadmin or
rfpadmin. The username for the general user is simply user.
27.
PlaMES has only one adm account, to be used by the M&E Officer. The password for the
administrator account can be changed, but the username cannot be changed. In addition to the general
user account, the M&E Officer can create other usr accounts: Ms. Ndege, for example, can be given
her own usr account with username (for example JNdege or Jean.Ndege) and password. However, this
account would be no different from any other usr account: it can only be used to open the database,
view data and generate reports.
28.
The type of account that is most important and will be most used is the operator (opr) account,
because operators add, change and delete data. Operator accounts can also be added by the
M&E Officer at any time on the administrator menu.
29.
All the accounts that are created, are shared among all databases during data exchange. This
also means when the administrator changes a password or deletes a user, this will only take effect in
decentralized databases after data exchange. When an operator or administrator is logged on and adds
new records, or changes data or deletes records, the account information is used to record when and by
whom information was added, changed or removed. For any record, it will therefore be possible to see
who did the original data entry and when; as well as who made the most recent changes and when. For
any record that has been deleted, it is possible to see who did the original data entry and when; as well
as who deleted the record and when. Since data entry may be done by different people, it is
recommended to create opr accounts using the actual names of the operators. If J. Ndege is the
Livestock Marketing Officer under the project and uses the system, JNdege would be preferred as
username and not LMO. When J. Ndege leaves the project and is replaced by P. Mwangi as the
Livestock Marketing Officer, another opr account with username Peter.Mwangi would be created. In
this way, it will be clear what data was added, changed and deleted by J. Ndege, and likewise for
P. Mwangi.
Click > Administrator Options on the Dashboard to open the Administrator Menu Form. Click
Add User to add a new usr or opr account. Click Delete User to delete any usr or opr account. Click
Change Password to change the password for any usr or opr account, or for the adm account.
30.

9
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31.
a)
b)
c)
d)

When you click Add User, the Form shown in Figure 3 will be opened. To add a new user:
select the User type, user (usr) or operator (opr);
type the User name (the maximum is 20 characters);
enter a password in the type password Field;
re-enter the password in the confirm password Field.

32.
Passwords are case-sensitive Figure 3. User account management: adding a new account
and can include special characters such
as # and %. The minimum length is
four characters and the maximum is
twelve characters. Click Cancel at any
time to cancel the process and close
the Form. When you click Save and all
the required information has been
entered and is correct, the new user
account details will be saved
immediately, a confirmation message
will appear and the Form will close.
33.
When you click Delete User on
the Administrator Menu Form, a Form
that is similar to the one shown in
Figure 3 will appear, but with only one Field: select user. Use this Field to select the correct usr or opr
account; the administrator account cannot be deleted. Click Cancel at any time to close the Form
without making changes. When you have selected an account and click Delete, a warning message
appears asking you to confirm that the account should be deleted. If you click Yes, that user account
can no longer be used. However, some details of the account will remain in the system, to be able to
identify which data have been entered by that operator.
34.
When you click Change Password, a Form with four data Fields will appear, which can be used
to change or reset the password for a usr, opr or the adm account. To change a password:
a) Select the account from the select user dropdown list;
b) Type the old password in the current password Field;
c) Enter the desired new password in the type password Field;
d) Re-enter the desired new password in the confirm password Field.
35.
Click Cancel at any time to close the Form without making changes. When you click Save and
all the required information has been entered and is correct, the new password details will be saved
immediately, a confirmation message will appear and the Form will close. When you have selected an
account and click Reset, a warning message appears asking you to confirm that the password for that
account should be reset. Click Yes and the password will be set to 12345. It is also possible to issue a
temporary password for a specific user, by clicking on Temporary PW.
36.
Anybody using the database can change their own password when
logging on. To do this, type the Username but leave the Password blank;
click on Change, and make the changes on the Form that appears.
10
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5.

REVIEW ERRORS AND DELETED ITEMS

37.
Like any software, the database may occasionally encounter problems or errors, which may
lead to small improvements or larger upgrades over time. To assist in this, the database keeps track of
any errors that occur.
38.
To see what errors have occurred, click > Administrator Options on the Dashboard to open the
Administrator Menu Form and then click Errors. This will open a text file called PMEerrors copy.txt
where information on any error that occurs is stored. Once this text file has been opened, the
information can be used to assess the type and frequency of errors.
39.
Records can be deleted by different people and in different databases, and records that have
been deleted in one database will subsequently be deleted in other databases through data exchange.
To enable the M&E Officer to track what has been deleted, when and by whom, this information is
recorded in each decentralized database and compiled in the central database during data exchange.
40.
To get an overview of records that have been deleted, click > Administrator Options on the
Dashboard to open the Administrator Menu Form and then click Deleted. This will open the read-only
Form shown in Figure 4, with an overview of records that have been deleted. The information about
each deleted record includes: (i) the register from which it was deleted; (ii) part of the data (for
example, the description for an activity that was deleted, or the full name for an institution that was
deleted); (iii) when and by whom the record was originally entered; (iv) when and by whom it was
deleted. The Form only provides key information about what was deleted, when and by whom, but
cannot restore deleted records. It is not possible to restore records that have been deleted.
Figure 4. Form showing deleted items

11
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6.

ADD PROJECT YEARS AND CHANGE DATA ENTRY SETTINGS FOR YEARS

41.
Click > Administrator Options on the Dashboard to open the Administrator Menu Form and
then click Years to open the Form shown in Figure 5. This Form allows you to:
a) disable or enable the AWPB Register for a specific year;
b) disable or enable the AWPB implementation Register for a specific year;
c) set whether activity quantities are entered as annual or as quarterly quantities for a certain
year;
d) enter the exchange rate for a year: this is the rate that is used to convert local currency (for
example ZMW – Kwacha) to foreign currency (USD – United States Dollars);
e) add a project year, in case the project period is extended.
Figure 5. Form to manage settings for project years

42.
Once an AWPB has been approved, it should not be changed except in special cases. A
revision may be required during the year, but this process should be well-managed. To prevent a
situation in which anyone still changes planned activities and quantities when implementation of the
AWPB is already going on, the administrator can disable data entry in the AWPB Register for a
specific year. To do this, change the Planning setting for that year from enabled to disabled.
43.
For years where planning has been disabled, the Add button on the AWPB Register Form will
be disabled to prevent adding of new activities. The arrow buttons to move activities up and down will
also be disabled. On the Activity Form, the button
to unlock the Form for editing will be disabled,
and there will be a message at the top of the Form: Planned activities can be viewed but not edited for this
year. If during the year amendments to the AWPB become necessary and are approved, these changes
can be made by temporarily changing the setting back to enabled. The enabled/disabled settings are
copied to all decentralized databases during data exchange.
44.
When a year has ended, and with it the implementation of the AWPB for that year, it may be
advisable to prevent further changes to the activity monitoring data for that year. To do this, change
the Monitoring setting for that year from enabled to disabled. When this has been done, no more
changes can be made for that year to implementation progress details in the AWPB implementation
Register. If it becomes necessary to modify the progress information later on, this can be done by
temporarily changing the setting back to enabled.
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45.
For years where monitoring has been disabled, the button
to unlock the Form for editing
will be disabled on the AWPB implementation Register Form. At the top right of the Form there will
be message that says: Editing is not allowed for this year. If during the year amendments to the progress
information become necessary, these changes can be made by temporarily changing the setting back to
enabled. Again, the enabled/disabled settings are copied to all decentralized implementing agency and
service provider databases during data exchange.
46.
The Quantities column shows for each year whether activity quantities should be
quarterly or annual. Depending on the setting, quantities for planned activities in the
AWPB Register will be set either as one annual total or as four quantities, one for each
quarter. Likewise, in the AWPB implementation Register, results will be entered either by quarter or
for the year. When quarterly quantities are used, additional analyses and reports on progress with
implementing the AWPB become available. Once it has been decided to enter quarterly quantities for
a certain year, it is no longer possible to change this setting to annual quantities.
47.
Financial details, in particular activity budget details, will normally be entered in local
currency, for example ZMW (Kwacha) or XOF (CFA Franc). Budget summary tables have the option
to convert the total budget for a year to USD, for example the budget by category and financier. This
conversion is done using an exchange rate that can be entered for every year. On the Form, the
heading of the column with exchange rates will look like this: 1 USD = ... ZMW if the local currency is
ZMW (Kwacha) and the foreign currency is USD (United States Dollars)\9. When the database is set
up, the exchange rate for the first year should be entered, and the same exchange rate should be
entered for all the other years. To change the exchange rate for a certain year, simply change the
number to reflect the amount of local currency you will get for one unit of foreign currency.
48.
When the database is set up, the duration of the project is specified (the number of years) as
well as the first month of the financial year and the first year of implementation. The duration of the
project can be between four and ten years. If the project period has been defined as six years and a
one-year extension is agreed on at mid-term review, the project period in the database can be
increased. To do this, click on Add year on the Form shown in Figure 5. A warning message will be
shown, indicating the current project period and the fact that a year will be added. If you click Yes, a
year will be added. Be careful: once a year
has been added, it cannot be removed.
When a year has been added, various
Forms where data is entered for project
years will show an extra year. Likewise,
Reports and Graphs that show results by
project year will include the extra year.

9

It is possible, during initial setup of the system, to reverse this: budget amounts will be entered in USD and can
be converted to local currency in budget summary tables. This option should only be used in special cases, for
example when there are major exchange rates fluctuations or very high inflation.
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7.

DATA EXCHANGE BETWEEN DATABASES

49.
If the project uses multiple databases, data exchange must be carried out regularly to share and
synchronize new data that have been entered and changes that have been made. It is recommended to
do this at least once per month. During data exchange the following happens.
a) Database definitions, such as geographic areas, project components, indicators, status
definitions, units of measurement and details on database users, are copied from the central
database to all other databases. This is done to make sure that everybody has the same and the
latest definitions.
b) All new data entered and changes made to existing data are copied from the decentralized
databases (Type 2 and Type 3) to the central database.
c) All data are copied from the central database to other databases (Type 3) in the unit or
institution responsible for managing the project.
d) Some selected data are copied from the central database to decentralized databases (Type 2)
used by Lead Implementing Agencies and Lead Service Providers.
50.
As a result, Type 1, Type 3 and Type 4 Databases will have the same data set: all the data for
the entire project. Type 2 Databases will only have the data entered by the institution using it, plus
some selected data from other databases that are shared among all databases (for example, lessons
learned in the Knowledge Management Register).
51.
To carry out data exchange, copies of the data file for decentralized databases (Type 2 or
Type 3) must be submitted for data exchange. Submitting a data file can be done using a flash drive,
by sending it as an email attachment, or by using a cloud-based service for data storage and file
sharing\10. Google Drive offers an easy cloud-based solution and this is recommended, provided that
all computers where the database has been installed have internet access. In the remainder of this
section, it is assumed that Google Drive is installed and used\11.
A. Procedure for submitting the data file from
Type 2 and Type 3 Databases
52.
Click > Data Exchange on the Dashboard of
the decentralized database. Several messages will
appear, including one that warns that data entry cannot
be done in the database until data exchange has been
completed and the data file has been returned.

10

Google Drive is recommended (https://www.google.com/intl/en/drive/). Other options include Dropbox, but
as of March 2019 it only allows three devices to be connected to one account; Microsoft OneDrive; and Box.
Things to consider when selecting such a service include: security of stored data and of data during transmission;
storage size limitations; the number of devices that can be connected; reliability and credibility of the service
provider; restrictions on file size and/or file extension; restrictions on download/upload speed; restrictions on
bandwidth per day; and possible expiration of stored files.
11

First login to a Google Account, go to Google Drive and create one folder for each installed database (Type 2
and Type 3) and one User folder (for Type 4). These folders will be used to transfer data files. Then download
the Backup and Sync installer from https://www.google.com/intl/en-GB_ALL/drive/download/backup-andsync/ for automatic synchronization of Google Drive. Install it on the computer with the central database: you
will have to provide the Google Account details (Gmail address and password). Then install Backup and Sync on
each computer that has a database, using the same Google Account details.
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53.
Another message will show the
folder to which the data file will be
copied: make sure this is the correct one.
The first time it will show the
My Documents folder as the destination:
click No, browse and select the
appropriate folder for the institution in the
Google Drive folder, and click Ok to save it\12. Another message
will ask you to confirm that the folder you selected is correct, after
which the data file will be copied to that folder. The folder itself
will be saved as the destination folder for next time, and the
database will close. When the computer is connected to the
internet, Backup and Sync for Google Drive will now upload the
data file automatically, and it becomes available to the central
database for data exchange.
54.
The next time you open the Type 2 or Type 3 Database,
the dashboard menu will show > Status which means data
exchange is ongoing and that the database is now read-only. You can click on > Status to see some
more information about the ongoing data exchange and, if needed, to cancel data exchange. Every
time you open PlaMES while data exchange is ongoing, it will check whether the updated data file has
been returned. If this is the case, it will show a message saying that data exchange has been completed,
that the database has been updated and that you can continue with data entry.
B. Procedure for adding a new Type 2 or Type 3 Database for data exchange in the central
database
55.
When a new Type 2 or Type 3 Database has been installed and there is a data file in the folder
used for data exchange, click > Administrator Options on the Dashboard of the central database and
click Exchange to open the Data exchange Form. The Form will be empty the first time you do this, but
later on it will show one or more databases with which data exchange will be carried out (see Figure
6). To add a newly installed database, click Add, find the Google Drive folder\13 where the data file is
kept, select the folder and click Ok. The central database will check if the folder actually contains a
data file, and if this is the case, it will show the institution (abbreviated name, for example LSP/CASS)
and the path to the folder (for example C:\Users\Admin\Google Drive\LSP SNV Zambia) on the Form.
At this point, whenever data exchange is carried out, the central database will look in the specified
folder for a data file. To remove an institution from the list, click on its abbreviated name, click Delete
and confirm.

12

If Google Drive is not used, select a folder on the computer where the data file should be copied to. It is
recommended to create a folder specifically for this purpose. You can then send the data file in that folder to the
M&E Officer as an email attachment, or copy it to a flash drive and send it that way.
13

If Google Drive is not used, create and use a separate folder for each institution/database somewhere else, for
example \My Documents\PlaMES Backup\LSP1, \My Documents\PlaMES Backup\LSP2 etc. Put the data files in
those folders when they are received via email or on a flash drive.
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Figure 6. Form for data exchange
initially the Form is empty: databases that will be included in data exchange must be added

click for more
information on this file
five databases have been added: four LSPs and one additional database in the management unit
can be used for
data exchange

cannot be used for
data exchange

C. Procedure for carrying out data exchange
56.
The M&E Officer should notify all institutions that use a Type 2 or Type 3 Database to submit
their data file, preferably on the same day. A fixed schedule, for example every last Friday of the
month, can help. The files should be received automatically in the appropriate Google Drive folders\14.
Click > Administrator Options on the Dashboard of the central database and click Exchange to open the
Data exchange Form. On the Data exchange Form, click Exchange to start the data exchange process
for all the databases/institutions shown on the Form. Please wait while data exchange is carried out:
the stages and progress will be shown on the Form, and once the process has been completed a
message will appear (see Figure 7).
Figure 7. Progress information and completion of the data exchange progress

14

If the files are received via email or on flash drives, manually copy them to the folders that have been created
for this purpose.
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57.
When you open the Data exchange Form, the central database first checks: (i) whether each of
the specified folders contains a data file PMEdata.accdb; (ii) whether each of those data files is for the
institution specified on the list; (iii) whether each data file is from the correct PlaMES version;
(iv) whether the file was recently submitted for data exchange, and is not a file that was already
updated previously. Only files that are correct will be included in data exchange (as indicated in the
last column, Include, on the Data exchange Form), while other files will be greyed out as shown in
Figure 6. In this way, you know which files can be used for data exchange, and you can either proceed
doing data exchange with just those files, or you can wait until the other institutions have submitted
their correct file. To find out why a certain file cannot be used for data exchange, click on
on the
right-hand side of the Form. A separate small Form will be opened that shows information about that
file, whether it can be included in data exchange or not, and why. Sometimes a data file that was
submitted may arrive late, after data exchange was done. In such cases, you can click on Fix and
include it in the next data exchange.
58.
During the data exchange process, data are checked and exchanged with each
institution/database file twice (two cycles). This ensures that data from any database that needs to be
shared with all implementing institutions are actually copied to all databases. During the data
exchange process, the following data are checked and copied between databases.
a) All database definitions in each Type 2 and Type 3 Database file are replaced by the latest
definitions in the central database.
b) Information on items that have been deleted is copied from each Type 2 and Type 3 Database
to the central database.
c) Details on users are copied between all Type 2 and Type 3 databases and the central database:
users that have been added, deleted, or for whom the password has been changed. Afterwards,
each database will contain the details for all users, to be able to identify which records were
added or changed by whom.
d) New activities in the AWPB Register that are not in the central database are copied from all
Type 2 and Type 3 databases to the central database.
e) New activities in the central database that are not in Type 3 databases are copied to the Type 3
databases.
f) New activities in the central database for which it has been indicated that they belong to a
certain institution (Type 2 database), will be copied to the database of that institution. Such
indications can be made only by the administrator in the central database.
g) Changes made to existing planned activities that are kept in the central database and in
decentralized databases (Type 2 and Type 3) are updated. The date and time when records
were last modified are used to determine which records have the latest data. This includes
deletion: activities that have been deleted in one database, will also be deleted in the other
databases.
h) Data in the AWPB implementation Register in the central database and the decentralized
databases (Type 2 and Type 3) are compared and updated. This is the data on progress made
with implementing planned activities. The date and time when records were last modified are
used to determine which records have changed.
i) All new institutions in the Institutions Register that are not in the central database are copied
from Type 2 and Type 3 databases to the central database.
j) All new institutions in the central database that are not in Type 3 databases are copied to the
Type 3 databases.
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k) Selected new institutions in the central database that are not in Type 2 databases are copied to
the Type 2 databases. This applies only to those institutions that should be shared among all
l)

m)
n)
o)

p)

q)
r)
s)

t)
u)
v)

w)

x)
y)

databases, which means the ‘share’ Field
has a check mark
.
Data in the Institutions Register, for institutions that are both in the central database and in the
decentralized databases (Type 2 and Type 3) are compared and updated. The date and time
when records were last modified are used to determine which records have changed. This
includes deletion: institutions that have been deleted in one database, will also be deleted in
the other databases.
All new beneficiary organizations in the Beneficiary Organizations Register that are not in the
central database are copied from Type 2 and Type 3 databases to the central database.
All new beneficiary organizations in the central database that are not in Type 3 databases are
copied to the Type 3 databases.
Selected new beneficiary organizations in the central database that are not in Type 2 databases
are copied to the Type 2 databases. This applies to those organizations that should be shared
among all databases, which means the ‘share’ Field
has a check mark
.
Data in the Beneficiary Organizations Register, for beneficiary organizations that are both in
the central database and in the decentralized databases (Type 2 and Type 3), are compared and
updated. The date and time when records were last modified are used to determine which
records have changed. This includes deletion: beneficiary organizations that have been deleted
in one database, will also be deleted in the other databases.
All new results recorded in the Outputs Register that are not in the central database are copied
from Type 2 and Type 3 databases to the central database.
All new results in the Outputs Register in the central database that are not in Type 3 Databases
are copied to the Type 3 Databases.
Data in the Outputs Register, for results that are both in the central database and in the
decentralized databases (Type 2 and Type 3), are compared and updated. The date and time
when records were last modified are used to determine which records have changed. This
includes deletion: results that have been deleted in one database, will also be deleted in the
other databases.
All new results recorded in the Outcomes/Impact Register that are not in the central database
are copied from Type 2 and Type 3 databases to the central database.
All new results in the Outcomes/Impact Register in the central database that are not in Type 3
Databases are copied to the Type 3 Databases.
Data in the Outcomes/Impact Register, for records that are both in the central database and in
the decentralized databases (Type 2 and Type 3), are compared and updated. The date and
time when records were last modified are used to determine which records have changed. This
includes deletion: results that have been deleted in one database, will also be deleted in the
other databases.
All new lessons learned and stories from the field in the Knowledge Management Register that
are not in the central database are copied from Type 2 and Type 3 Databases to the central
Database.
All new lessons learned and stories from the field in the Knowledge Management Register in
the central database are copied to Type 2 and Type 3 Databases.
Data in the Knowledge Management Register, for lessons learned and stories from the field
that are both in the central database and in the decentralized databases (Type 2 and Type 3),
are compared and updated. The date and time when records were last modified are used to
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determine which records have changed. This includes deletion: records that have been deleted
in one database, will also be deleted in the other databases.
59.
When data exchange is complete, the updated files for Type 2 and Type 3 Databases will be
distributed automatically via Google Drive. If this procedure is well planned and internet connections
are available, it can easily be completed in one day, including receiving the files, doing data exchange,
and returning the files.
D. Procedure for distributing the data file to Type 4 Databases
60.
Type 4 Databases contain the same information as the central database, but they used readonly to consult data. Each time this type of database is opened, it checks in a specific folder whether
an updated data file is available, and copies the new data file if one is found. When a new Type 4
Database has just been installed, this folder should be set to a Google Drive folder: click > Update
Location on the Dashboard, click Yes when asked if you want to select a different folder, and then find
and select the desired Google Drive folder and click Ok.\15
61.

To distribute an updated data file from the central database after data exchange, click

> Administrator Options to open the Administrator menu, select
and click on
Export. A message will appear showing to which folder the data file will be copied. If this folder is
correct, click Yes and the data file will be copied. To change the folder, click No, find and select the
desired Google Drive folder and click Ok. The data file will be copied to the specified folder, and will
be automatically uploaded by Backup and Sync when the computer is connected to the internet. You
only have to do this once, because the folder location will be saved and afterwards an updated data file
will automatically be copied to that folder after each data exchange. If the same Google Drive folder
has been specified as the source for updated data files in the Type 4 Database, it will automatically be
found and used the next time that Type 4 Database is opened\16.
62.
Several implications of how data is exchanged are important to note. First, the central
database, as well as Type 3 and Type 4 Databases, will contain all the data from all databases. Type 2
Databases will only contain the data they have entered themselves, plus some additional information
that is shared between all databases. Second, some duplication may creep into the system. For
example, if two Lead Implementing Agencies both enter a certain NGO in the Institutions Register,
that NGO will exist twice in the system after data is exchanged, as two different records/organizations.
This should be avoided. It is not likely to happen often, but it is good to be aware of the possibility.
Third, if the same Record is edited in two different databases, the latest changes made will be copied.
For example, if budget details for a planned activity are changed on 17 May by the management unit,
and changes are made to the same activity by Institution X on 22 May, the changes made by the
management unit on 17 May will be lost during data exchange and the changes made by Institution X
will be copied.

15

If Google Drive is not used and the data file is distributed via email, flash drive or in some other way, create
and select a folder where the data file will be kept after it has been received.
16

If Google Drive is not used, create and select a folder where the central database should copy the updated data
file to. From there, send the data file to persons and institution that use a Type 4 Database, via email, on a flash
drive or using another cloud-based service.
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8.

DATABASE DEFINITIONS

63.
PlaMES has standard definitions and project-specific definitions (see Table 1). Standard
definitions are inbuilt and are the same for every project, for example institution types. Project-specific
definitions, for example project components, must be entered as soon as the central database has been
installed, and before any decentralized database is installed. Standard definitions can be deleted and
replaced, if needed\17. The system is flexible in the sense that the M&E Officer can add or change most
definitions. This must be done carefully, because it is possible to make changes that cause the database
to present incorrect information.
Table 1. Standard definitions and project-specific definitions
Standard Definitions






+

Institution types
Activity status definitions +
Units of measurement
IFAD Core Indicators
Countries and currencies +

not available for editing

Project-specific Definitions











Components
Sub-components *
Expenditure categories
Expenditure sub-categories *
Financiers
Costcodes (level 1) *
Costcodes (level 2) *
Costcodes (level 3) *
Costcodes (level 4) *
Costcodes (level 5) *











Geographic areas
Geographic sub-areas *
Activity groups (main types) *
Activity types (sub-types) *
Project objectives/outcomes
Project outputs
Indicators
Group status definitions
Result milestones

* may not be available, depending on how the database was set up

64.
To add, change or delete definitions
Figure 8. Selecting the type of database definitions
click > Administrator Options, which opens the
Administrator menu. Select the definition type
from the list of definitions and then click
Add/Edit (see Figure 8). This will open a Form
showing the selected type of definitions. The
Forms have a common design (see Figure 9),
with some variation depending on the type of
definitions. The Forms are all opened in read-only mode, and need to be unlocked before data can be
edited by clicking on the ‘key’
symbol. The Form then changes to data entry mode, and the
headings of columns where data can be entered will change from red to green. Click on the ‘lock’
symbol to go back to read-only mode.

17

Some standard definitions, for example selected units of measurement, cannot be deleted.
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65.
In data entry mode, new definitions can be added at the bottom of the Form. You will be asked
to confirm before the new definition is added. When you edit an existing definition, changes made will
be saved automatically when you close the Form or move to another Record. An existing definition
can be deleted by clicking on Delete. However, if the definition has been used in one or more registers
there will be a message saying that the definition cannot be deleted. The order in which definitions are
shown in dropdown lists on Forms is determined by the sort numbers. In read-only mode, definitions
can be moved up and down in the list using the Move record up
or down
buttons. Sort numbers
are added and modified automatically.
Figure 9. Example of a Form to add, edit and delete definitions (financiers)

Click to see who
entered data and when
Click to export
to Excel
Click to move a
record up or down

A. Project components and sub-components
66.
The various definitions Forms will now be discussed in detail. The first project-specific
definition type on the Administrator Menu is project components. Click on Component and then click
Add/Edit to open the Definitions Form for project components. The Form has three columns: Sort
number, Code/number and Component name. Sort numbers are added and updated automatically. To
add, edit or delete a project component, click
to enter data entry mode. The headings of columns
where data can be entered will change from red to green, and project components can now be entered.
Decide on a numbering system for the components, for example Component 1, 2, 3 etc. or Component
A, B, C, etc. Enter these data in the Code/number Field and type the names of the components in the
Component name Field.
67.
The second project-specific definition type is sub-components. Not every project has subcomponents, but if it does they can be entered by clicking on Sub-component and then clicking
Add/Edit. A sub-component must always be linked to a component: first select the component from the
dropdown list Select component:
. Any sub-components that were previously entered will be
shown (see Figure 10). To add, edit or delete sub-components, click
. Decide on a numbering
system for the sub-components, for example Sub-component 1a, 1b, 1c etc. or Sub-component 1.1,
1.2, 1.3 etc. or Sub-component A1, A2, A3, etc. The Form has four columns: Sort number,
Code/number and Sub-component name and Component. Sort numbers and the component reference are
added and updated automatically. Enter the appropriate data in the Code/number Field and type the
names of the sub-components in the Sub-component name Field. To add/edit sub-components under a
different component, click the
symbol, select another component using Select component:
,
and then click the
symbol.
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68.
If the project only has components, the dropdown list on Forms (for example on the AWPB
Register) will show components. If the project has components and sub-components, the dropdown
lists on Forms will show sub-components. If the project has components and sub-components, but not
all components have sub-components, the components without sub-components should have their
description repeated as sub-component (see the example below).
Component
1. Horticulture
2. Cassava
3. Institutional Support and
Project Management

Sub-component
1.1 Rehabilitation and expansion of irrigation schemes
1.2 Improving market-oriented production of horticultural crops
1.3 Strengthening linkages between horticultural producers and markets
2.1 Improving cassava production and farmer organization
2.2 Strengthening input and output market linkages
This component does not have sub-components. In the database, enter:
3. Institutional Support and Project Management

Figure 10. Form to add, edit and delete sub-components

B. Categories of expenditure
69.
To add or edit expenditure categories of the project, click Category of expenditure and then
click Add/Edit. The Form has three columns: Sort number, Code/number and Category name. Sort
numbers are updated automatically. The numbers and names of expenditure categories can be found in
the Financing Agreement. Enter these in the Code/number Field, and type the names of the expenditure
categories in the Category name Field.
70.
The next project-specific definition type on the list
is sub-categories of expenditure. In most cases the
Financing Agreement does not have these and subcategories will not be used. However, when the Financing
Agreement does have sub-categories, or when the project
wants to be more specific\18, these can be entered. It is recommended to use the same approach as in
the financial management system of the project. Click on Sub-category of expenditure and then click
Add/Edit. A sub-category must always be linked to a category, so first select the category from the
dropdown list Select category:
. Any sub-categories that were previously entered will be shown.
Decide on a numbering system for the sub-categories, for example Sub-category IIIa, IIIb, IIIc, etc. or
Sub-category III.1, III.2, III.3 etc. The Form has four columns: Sort number, Code/number and Subcategory name and Category. Sort numbers and the category reference are updated automatically. Enter
the appropriate data in the Code/number Field and type the names of the sub-categories in the Subcategory name Field. To add/edit sub-categories under a different category, click the
symbol, select
another category using Select category:
, and then click the
symbol.

18

For example, the project may want to break down an expenditure category such as IV. Training, workshops
and studies into three sub-categories: IVa. training, IVb. workshops and IVc. studies.
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71.
If the project only has categories, the dropdown list on the AWPB Register will show
categories. If the project has categories and sub-categories, the dropdown list will show subcategories. If the project has categories and sub-categories, but not all categories have sub-categories,
those categories without sub-categories should have their description repeated as sub-category, as
shown in the example below.
Category
I. Civil works

Sub-category
This category does not have
sub-categories.

II. Vehicles,
equipment
and materials

This category does not have
sub-categories.

III. Training,
TA and
studies

This category does not have
sub-categories.

IV. Recurrent
costs

IVa. Salaries
IVb. Allowances
IVc. Incremental operating costs

→ in the database, enter as sub-category:
I. Civil works
→ in the database, enter as sub-category:
II. Vehicles, equipment and materials
Alternatively, create your own sub-categories, for example:
IIa. Vehicles
IIb. Equipment and materials
→ in the database, enter as sub-category:
III. Training, TA and studies
Alternatively, create your own sub-categories
→ enter these three sub-categories in the database.

C. Financiers
72.
To add or edit financiers of the project, click Financiers and then click Add/Edit. The Form has
only two columns: Sort number and Financier name. Sort numbers are updated automatically. Type the
names of the financiers of the project expenditure in the categories Financier name Field. The maximum
number that can be entered is 10 financiers.
D. Cost codes
73.
PlaMES can use cost codes when budget details are entered for planned activities. These
project-specific codes may be defined by the project itself, or may be government cost codes that the
project uses to submit budget information to government\19. Cost code systems can vary, and provision
has been made for up to five levels of cost codes. The highest level of cost codes (Level 1) should
always be entered first, followed by lower levels if applicable. To add or edit a top-level cost code,
click Costcode Level 1 and then click Add/Edit. The Form has three columns: Sort number,
Code/number and Costcode (level 1). Sort numbers are updated automatically. Use the Code/number
Field to enter the numbers or codes used for different cost items. Type the description of the cost items
in the Costcode (level 1) Field. The use of cost codes is optional. For projects that do not use cost codes,
a default ‘cost code’ will be shown when entering budget details by quarter: 0 not specified.
74.
To enter a second-level cost code, click on Costcode Level 2 and then click Add/Edit. A
second-level cost code must always be linked to a first-level cost code: select the first-level cost code
from the dropdown list Select costcode level 1:
. Any second-level cost codes that were
previously entered will be displayed. The Form has four columns: Sort number, Code/number,
Costcode (level 2) and Linked to costcode level 1. Sort numbers and the reference to costcode level 1 are
updated automatically. Enter the appropriate data in the Code/number Field and type the names of the
second-level cost codes in the Costcode (level 2) Field. To add/edit second-level cost codes under a
different first-level cost code, click the
symbol, select another first-level cost code using
19

The Government of Mozambique, for example, uses a system of cost codes with four levels in which the cost
code 121005 is built up as follows: 1 Current expenditure → 12 Goods and services → 121 Goods →
121005 Office supplies (consumables).
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Select costcode level 1:

, and then click the
symbol. The procedure described in this
paragraph applies in the same way to third-level cost codes, fourth-level cost codes and fifth-level cost
codes.
E. Geographic areas
75.
The project can use up to two levels of geographic areas in PlaMES, for example Provinces
and Districts, or Regions (Régions) and Divisions (Départements), or States and Local Government
Areas (LGA). To add or edit a main geographic area of the project, click Geographic area and then
click Add/Edit. The Form has only two columns: Sort number and Name of the area. Sort numbers are
added and updated automatically. Enter the names of the regions, provinces, states or whatever main
geographic area is used by the project in the Name of the area Field.
76.
Projects that use two levels of geographic area can enter geographic sub-areas. Click on
Geographic sub-area and then click Add/Edit. A sub-area must always be linked to a main area: to add
or edit sub-areas, first select the main area from the dropdown list Select area:
. Any sub-areas
that were previously entered will be shown. The Form has three columns: Sort number, Name of subarea and Linked to main area. Sort numbers and the reference to a main area are updated automatically.
Enter the names for the geographic sub-areas in the Name of sub-area Field. To add/edit sub-areas
under a different main area, click the
symbol, select another area using Select area:
, and
then click the
symbol.
F. Institution types and beneficiary organizations
77.

The first set of standard definitions is institution types. Click Institution types and then click
Add/Edit to open the Form shown in Figure 11. The Description column shows 20 standard institution
types that each project will start with\20. These definitions cannot be edited, but institution types can be
deleted and others can be added. Click the
symbol to delete or add an institution type.
78.
The Form shown in Figure 11 can also be used to enter beneficiary organization types. To add
a new type of beneficiary organization, enter the type of beneficiary organization in the Description
Field, for example Grain Producers Association or Community Savings Club. When you add a new
record (institution type or beneficiary organization type), this message will always appear: You entered
a new institution / beneficiary organization. Are you sure it should be saved? When you click Yes, another
message will always appear that asks whether it is a beneficiary organization type. Click ‘yes’ if you
are adding a new Beneficiary Organization type, click ‘no’ if you are
adding an institution type. Institution types are numbered starting
with 1. Beneficiary organization types are numbered starting
with 201.

20

The predefined institution types are: 1. contractor; 2. supplier of goods; 3. service provider (private); 4. service
provider NGO; 5. other service provider; 6. input supplier; 7. agro-dealer; 8. trader; 9. processor;
10. transporter; 11. other enterprise; 12. commodity organization; 13. financial institution; 14. research
institution; 15. development agency/project; 16. government agency/project; 17. donor/financier; 18. other apex
organization; 19. project management; 20. other institution.
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Figure 11. Form to add, edit and delete institution types

Institution
types

Beneficiary
Organization types

G. Activity types
79.
The project can use up to two levels of activity types: in PlaMES, these are referred
to as broader activity groups and more detailed activity types. Activity types are codes with general
activity descriptions, and they are used in the AWPB Register. Such codes are often used in financial
software (chart of account codes) to enter expenditure information, and the same codes can be
included in PlaMES to facilitate comparing financial progress (expenditure) and physical progress
(implementation progress and results).
Activity groups fall under subcomponents, or under components if the
project doesn’t have sub-components.
80.
To add or edit an activity group, click Activity group and then click Add/Edit. An activity
group must always be linked to a sub-component or component. First select the (sub)component from
the dropdown list Select sub-component:
or Select component:
. Any activity groups that
were previously entered under that (sub)component will be displayed. The Form has four columns:
Sort number, Code/number, Activity group name/description and Link to sub-component (or Link to
component). Sort numbers and the link to (sub)components are updated automatically. Decide on a
coding system (see the example in the previous paragraph) or use the chart of accounts coding system,
enter the appropriate codes in the Code/number Field and enter activity group descriptions in the
Activity group name/description Field.
81.
Projects that use two levels of activity types can enter the second level by clicking Activity
type and then clicking Add/Edit. An activity type must always be linked to an activity group, so first
select the activity group from the dropdown list Select activity group:
. Any activity types that
were previously entered will be displayed. The Form has four columns: sort number, Code/number,
Activity type name/description and Linked to activity group. Sort numbers and the links to activity groups
are updated automatically. Enter the appropriate codes in the Code/number Field and enter the activity
type descriptions in the Activity type name/description Field.
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H. Project objectives and outcomes
82.
Project objectives and outcomes\21 are next on the list. To add or edit a project
objective/outcome, click Project objectives and outcomes and then click Add/Edit. The Form has four
columns: Order, Level, Goal / Development Objective / Outcome and Component. Sort numbers are
updated automatically. Select the type or Level of the objective: the options are: 1 Goal (impact);
2 Development objective (PDO); 3 Outcome (effect). Enter the description of the project objective or
outcome in the Goal / Development Objective / Outcome Field. An objective or outcome can be linked to
a project component using the Component Field, which is a dropdown list. However, this is not
required: an objective or outcome can be specific to a component, but can also be broader, for the
entire project or covering multiple components.
I. Project outputs
83.
Project outputs can be linked to components - this optional and can be left as not specified. To
add or edit a project output, click Output and then click Add/Edit. The Form has four columns: Sort
number, Code/number, Output and Component. Sort numbers are updated automatically. Decide on a
coding system for the outputs, for example 1a1, 1a2, 1a3 etc. or 1.1.1, 1.1.2, 1.1.3 etc. Enter the
appropriate code in the Code/number Field, enter the output description in the Output Field, and select
the Component it falls under in the Component Field.
J. Indicators
84.
Indicators are used to measure project results at different levels. To
add or edit an indicator, click Indicators and then click Add/Edit. The
indicators are grouped by indicator type, the options are: 1 Outreach; 2 Goal;
3 Development Objective; 4 Outcome; 5 Output; 6 Operational. When the
form is opened, outreach indicators are shown. To see different indicators,
select a different type from the dropdown list.
85.
The Form has thirteen columns. The sort numbers in the first column are automatically
updated. The content of the second column depends on the indicator type. When the indicator type is
1 Outreach, the column is not used. When the indicator type is 2 Goal or 3 Development Objective, it
will show the goal (there is only one goal) or the development objective (there is only one
development objective). If the indicator type is 4 Outcome, the column can be used to select the
project outcome under which an indicator belongs. If the indicator type is 5 Output or 6 Operational,
the column can be used to select the output under which an indicator belongs.
86.
IFAD Core Indicators are incorporated in PlaMES. The third column, CI, can be used to select
Core Indicators that are appropriate for the project. When the fifth field (indicator description) is
empty and you select a Core Indicator, the number of the Core Indicator (e.g. 1.1.4) will be put in the
CI field and the description (e.g. Number of persons trained in production practices and/or
technologies) will be put in the fifth field. The project will then use the indicator description exactly as
IFAD uses it. When the fifth field already has a project-specific indicator description and you select a
Core Indicator, the number of the Core Indicator will still be put in the CI field, but the indicator
21

Different terms are used at this level, including project purpose, specific objective, development objective, and
outcome. These all refer to change that can be attributed to the project and follow outputs (the deliverables of the
project). For IFAD projects, the levels used in the logical framework matrix are: Goal; Development Objective;
Outcomes; and Outputs.
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description will not change. In this way, a project-specific indicator can be linked to a Core Indicator.
In such cases, the Indicator Summary Report will show both the Core Indicator description and the
project-specific description.

87.
The fourth column, LF, can be used to indicate whether the indicator is included in the logical
framework of the project by selecting yes or no. IFAD encourages the use of lean logical frameworks
with a small set of indicators, which helps projects to focus M&E efforts on what is critical and
reduces the workload. However, it also means that sometimes the indicators in the logical framework
do not fully meet the information needs of project management or government. Therefore, in PlaMES
you can enter both logical framework indicators and indicators that are not in the logical framework.
The LF column is used to make the distinction, which in turn allows the system to generate summary
reports that contain only indicators in the logical framework, or only indicators that are not in the
logical framework, or all indicators.
88.
The fifth column contains indicator descriptions. The heading of this column depends on the
indicator type that is selected; for example, for type 5 Outputs it will show Outputs: indicators\22. There
are three ways you can enter an indicator description: (i) with the field in the fifth column empty,
select an IFAD Core Indicator using column three CI, and the description of that Core Indicator will
automatically be put in fifth column; (ii) do the same, but then remove the Core Indicator description
by typing a project-specific indicator description instead; (iii) simply type a project-specific indicator
description without selecting a Core Indicator in the CI column. Depending on how an indicator
definition is entered, the Indicator Summary Report will show: (i) only the Core Indicator description,
for example CI 2.2.3 (Number) Percentage of rural producers’ organizations engaged in formal
partnerships/agreements or contracts with public or private entities; (ii) the Core Indicator description
followed by the project-specific indicator description, for example CI 1.1.2: Number of hectares of
farmland under water-related infrastructure constructed/rehabilitated <Command area of improved
or rehabilitated irrigation schemes>; (iii) only the project-specific indicator description, for example
Incremental gross margin for crops sold (compared to baseline) - which does not have a related Core
Indicator.
89.
The sixth column, Unit, is used to select the unit of measurement for the indicator. Note that
some Core Indicators mention options for the unit in the indicator description, for example, (Number)
Percentage of rural producers’ organizations engaged in formal partnerships/agreements or contracts
with public or private entities. The Unit column specifies which unit is actually used.
90.
The next four columns are used to select what disaggregation should be used for an indicator.
When you select a Core Indicator, the standard disaggregation for that indicator is automatically
applied, but can be modified manually. When you enter a project-specific indicator, any
disaggregation has to be set manually. The disaggregation settings for an indicator determine which
data fields are available for data entry for that indicator in the Outputs Register and Beneficiary
Organizations Register (for output indicators) and in the Outcomes/Impact Register (for outcome,
PDO and goal indicators). The four disaggregation options are as follows.
22

For type 1 Outreach it will show Outreach: indicators; for type 2 Goal it will show Goal: indicators; for type 3
Development Objective it will show Development objective (PDO): indicators; for type 4 Outcome it will show
Outcomes: indicators; for type 5 Output it will show Outputs: indicators; for type 6 Physical progress tracking it
will show Operational indicators.
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a) Put a check mark
under S for indicators that should be disaggregated by gender/sex: this
means a total number can be entered for that indicator as well as the number of women. The
number of men is then automatically calculated for the Indicator Summary Report. IFAD’s
guidelines state for some indicators that the reported data should be disaggregated by the sex
of beneficiary (male or female). An example is CI 1.1.1 Number of persons whose ownership
or user rights over natural resources have been registered in national cadasters and/or
geographic information management systems.
b) Put a check mark
under Lead for indicators where the reported data should be
disaggregated by the sex of the head of household, small and medium-sized enterprise owner
or group leader (as relevant). For some indicators, the number of female-headed households
would be reported separately: an example is CI 1.1.8 Number of persons/households provided
with targeted support to improve their nutrition. For some indicators the number of enterprise
owners who are women would be reported separately: an example is CI 2.1.1 Number of rural
enterprises accessing business development services. For some indicators the number of group
leaders who are women would be reported separately: an example is CI 2.1.4 Number of
supported rural producers that are members of a rural producers’ organization.
c) Put a check mark
under Y for indicators where the reported data should be disaggregated
by the age status of the beneficiary (“young” or “not young” as per the national definition for
youth). For some indicators, the number of beneficiaries who are classified as youth would be
reported separately. An example is CI 2.2.1 Number of new jobs created. This means a total
number can be entered for that indicator as well as the number of youths.
d) Put a check mark
under IND for indicators where the number of beneficiary indigenous
peoples needs to be tracked and reported separately. For some indicators, the number of
beneficiaries who are classified as indigenous people would be reported, for example for
CI 2.2.4 (Number) Percentage of supported rural producers’ organization members reporting
new or improved services provided by their organization. This means a total number can be
entered for that indicator as well as the number of indigenous people.
91.
Type 5 Output indicators and type 6 Operational indicators are always available for data
entry in the Outputs Register. Put a check mark under BenOrg if an indicator should also be used in
the Beneficiary Organizations Register. For example, if you want to enter data for the indicator
Members of water users associations established or strengthened separately for each water users
association in the Beneficiary Organizations Register, BenOrg should have a check mark.
92.
The next column is Outreach. For any indicator that has a check mark in this column, the data
entered can be used when calculating total outreach (you still have to indicate that this should be done
when you actually enter the data). If the indicator Members of cassava farmers' associations, for
example, has a check mark
under Outreach, then data can be entered for that indicator as shown
below in the Beneficiary Organizations Register. The total number of members in this case is 74
persons, which includes 29 women, 4 women leaders and 17 youths. The data is used for total
outreach: the 74 persons will be included when calculating a total for outreach indicator 1 Number of
persons receiving services promoted or supported by the project and the 68 households (HH) these
persons come from will be included when calculating a total for the outreach indicator
1a Corresponding number of households reached.
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93.
The last column is used to define how data for indicators should be processed. You can
exclude an indicator from reports by setting ∑calc to zero. This can be useful during the initial years
when there are no targets or results for certain indicators. The other options for ∑calc determine how
indicator totals are calculated, as explained below.
a) If ∑calc is 1, the annual result for an indicator is the sum of all results that have been entered
for that indicator during a certain year. The cumulative result is the sum of all results in that
year and in all previous years. This could be used, for example, for roads rehabilitated (km).
When data for six roads, rehabilitated during 2016, have been entered in the system, the
annual result for 2016 is the sum of the km for those six roads. The cumulative total is the
annual total plus the km for all roads rehabilitated during previous years.
b) If ∑calc is 2, the annual result for an indicator is also the sum of all results that have been
entered for that indicator during a certain year. For the cumulative result, however, the latest
achievement is used, which means the cumulative result is the same as the annual result. This
could be used, for example, for dropouts (person), the people who leave savings and credit
groups for various reasons. When the number of dropouts during 2016 is entered for 200
savings and credit groups, the annual result is the sum of those dropouts. The cumulative total
is the same: this is the dropout level that has been achieved by 2016, which is more relevant
than the total number of dropouts over multiple years.
c) If ∑calc is 3, the annual result for an indicator is also the sum of all results that have been
entered for that indicator during a certain year. For these indicators, a cumulative result is not
calculated. This would be used when neither the sum for all years (Calc 1), nor the total for the
current year (Calc 2), would make sense as a cumulative result. This could be used for any
indicator that is defined in terms of an annual result, for example annual production level of
vaccines with an end target of 180,000. In such cases, only the achievement in terms of the
number of vaccines produced during each year is relevant.
d) If ∑calc is 4, the annual result for an indicator is the average of all results that have been
entered for that indicator during a certain year. The cumulative result is the average of all
results in that year and in all previous years. This could be used, for example, for the indicator
growth of the loan portfolio (%). When data for several financial institutions have been
entered, the annual result would be the average of the percentages entered for 2016. The
cumulative result would be the average growth during the current and all previous years.
e) If ∑calc is 5, the annual result for an indicator is also the average of all results that have been
entered for that indicator during a certain year. For the cumulative result, however, the latest
achievement is used: the cumulative result is therefore the same as the annual result. This
could be used, for example, for rice yields (mt/ha). When data on yields in 15 districts have
been entered in the database for 2016, the annual result is the average of the yields in those 15
districts. The cumulative result is the latest achievement in terms of rice yields, also the
average for 2016.
f) If ∑calc is 6, the annual result for an indicator is also the average of all results that have been
entered for that indicator during a certain year. For these indicators, a cumulative result is not
calculated. This would be used when neither the average for all years (status 4), nor the
average for the current year (status 5), would make sense as a cumulative result.
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K. Group status definitions
94.
The Beneficiary Organizations Register includes two Status Fields that can be
used to rate the level of development and performance of beneficiary organizations.
This will involve assessment by project staff or service providers. Each project can prepare its own
group status definitions: this should be a small number of clear and distinct definitions\23 with an
explanation of the key criteria for each definition. For example: ‘a beneficiary organization must be
legally registered to be classified as an advanced organization.’ Click Group status definitions and
then click Add/Edit. The Form has three columns: Sort number, Code/number and Classification
description. Decide on a coding system, for example A = Advanced, B = Intermediate, C = Basic etc.
Enter these data in the Code/number Field and type the description of the status of the beneficiary
organization in the Classification description Field.
L. Milestones
95.
The Outputs Register includes a Sub-form that can
be used to enter result milestones. For the development of
an irrigation scheme, for example, milestones could
include: community consultations; topographical survey; scheme design; agreement signed;
earthworks; intake structure; main distribution system; in-field distribution system; training in
operation and maintenance; formal handover. Milestones are entered together with the date on which
they were achieved. You enter milestones using a special dropdown list that may have predefined data,
but that does not require you to select from the list: you can type anything. Thus, the project can have
standard milestones that are used often, while users can also type ad-hoc milestones. Standard
milestones could be, for example, work plan approved, contract signed, disbursement made, report
received.
96.
Click Result milestones and then click Add/Edit. Initially, the Form will be empty. Unlock the
Form for editing, and the first standard milestone can be entered. The Form has two columns: Sort
number and Result milestone. Sort numbers are updated automatically. Standard milestones for the
project can be entered in the Result milestone Field.
M. Units of measurement
97.
Another set of standard definitions is units of measurement. These are used in the AWPB
Register to set quantities. They are also used to select the unit of measurement for indicators. Click
Units and then click Add/Edit. The Form has four columns. The Sort numbers are automatically
updated. The second column, Abbreviation, contains the unit, for example number or km or %. The
maximum number of characters that can be entered is eight characters. The third column, Description,
can be used to explain the unit: for example, km = length - kilometer.
98.
When the database is installed, it already has certain predefined units that cannot be changed,
moved or deleted. For these units, the fourth column called Fixed contains either ORMS (for standard
units used by IFAD in ORMS) or DB (for standard units used by the database). Click the
symbol
to unlock the Form for editing, and you can add additional units, or use Delete to remove units that you
added previously but want to remove.

23

Recommended is a set of definitions comparable to the following: A. advanced organization; B. intermediate
organization; C. basic organization; D. not classified; E. no longer operational.
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N. Core Indicators
99.
PlaMES contains the IFAD Core Indicators\24. Normally it will not be necessary to change
these indicators, in fact, changing them may give problems. However, in case IFAD changes the
description of a certain Core Indicator or adds an indicator, there is a form where those
changes can also be made. Click IFAD Core Indicators and then click Add/Edit. The
first thing to do is select the level of the indicators: outreach, goal, outcome or output.
When you select a level, any indicators that have previously been entered are shown.
100.

The Form has nine columns. Sort numbers are automatically updated. The second column,

Number, contains the indicator number used by IFAD. The third column, RIMS Core Indicators, contains

the indicator description - note that a unit of measurement is not entered or selected on this Form. The
next six columns are used to set the disaggregation that applies for an indicator, as described below.
g) Columns 4 is S. Check the box for indicators that should be disaggregated by gender/sex: the
reported data should be disaggregated by the sex of beneficiary (male or female).
h) Column 5 is Lead. Check the box for indicators where the reported data should be
disaggregated by the sex of the head of household, small and medium-sized enterprise owner
or group leader (as relevant). For some indicators, the number of female-headed households
would be reported separately, for some indicators the number of enterprises owners who are
women, and for some indicators the number of group leaders who are women.
i) Column 6 is Y. Check the box for indicators where the reported data should be disaggregated
by the age status of the beneficiary (“young” or “not young” as per the national definition for
youth). For some indicators, the number of beneficiaries who are classified as youth\25 would
be reported separately.
j) Column 7 is IND. Check the box for indicators where the number of beneficiary indigenous
peoples needs to be tracked and reported separately. For some indicators, the number of
beneficiaries who are classified as indigenous people\26 would be reported separately.
k) Column 8 is SEC. Check the box for indicators where the reported data should be
disaggregated by sector (crop / livestock / forestry / fisheries). For some indicators, the
number of beneficiaries would be disaggregated by agricultural sector.
l) Column 9 is P. Check the box for indicators where the reported data should be disaggregated
by type of rural finance product. For rural finance projects, the number of beneficiaries
reported for some indicators would be disaggregated by financial product (savings / credit /
insurance / remittance).

24

These indicators are from the document Taking IFAD's Results and Impact Management System (RIMS) to the
Next Level, IFAD, 10 April 2017 (EB 2017/120/R.7/Rev.1).
25

The United Nations defines ‘youth’, as those persons between the ages of 15 and 24 years. The African Youth
Charter states that “youth or young people shall refer to every person between the ages of 15 and 35 years”.
IFAD aggregates the number of youth beneficiaries as reported by projects using national definitions, which can
vary: the national youth policy (2006) of Kenya defines youth as between 15-30 years; Côte d'Ivoire does not
provide a definition of youth, but the Youth Card is available to all citizens ages 16-35; and Brazil's Youth
Statute (2013) and India’s national youth policy (2014) both define youth as individuals between 15-29 years.
26

The United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP) was adopted by the General
Assembly on Thursday, 13 September 2007. Practicing unique traditions, they retain social, cultural, economic
and political characteristics that are distinct from those of the dominant societies in which they live. They are the
descendants of those who inhabited a country or geographical region at the time when people of different
cultures or ethnic origins arrived. Indigenous peoples often have much in common with other neglected
segments of societies, i.e. lack of political representation and participation, economic marginalization and
poverty, lack of access to social services and discrimination.
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OTHER ADMINSTRATION OPTIONS AND UTILITIES
101.
The Institutions Register, Beneficiary Organizations Register, Outputs Register and
Knowledge Management Register each have a Memo Field\27 for comments or detailed description. To
give some structure to the data that is entered in a Memo Field, you can set up a template. To do this
for lessons learned, go to > Administrator Options and click on Lessons Template. The field will expand
and you can enter, for example, standard headings for lessons learned. It will be saved automatically.
Now, whenever a new lesson is added, the Detailed description Field will show these headings.
102.
IFAD uses three Core Indicators to measure total outreach:
 1 Number of persons receiving services promoted or supported by the project
 1.a Corresponding number of households reached
 1.b Estimated corresponding total number of households
Data can be entered directly for the first two of these indicators in the Outputs Register, Beneficiary
Organizations Register and Outcomes/Impact Register. For the third outreach indicator, the result is
calculated by multiplying the total number of households with average household size. The average
household size can be for the country, for the rural population, or for the project area, depending on
what is available. To enter the average household size, go to > Administrator Options and enter the
number in the Household size data field.
103.
The dashboard of PlaMES has a photo in the top-left corner: these photos are from past IFAD
projects, but can include up to three photos that are specific for the project that is using PlaMES
(typically, one of these will be a Project or Ministry or Country Logo). Normally these photos rotate: a
different one is shown for each day of the month. However, the System Administrator can change this:
go to > Administrator Options and enter a number between 1-31 in the Menu Photo data field, and
PlaMES will always show the photo that corresponds with that number. To see a different photo each
day, set the number in the Menu Photo data field to zero.
104.
When you export a printable report from the database to MS-Word, some formatting (shades,
colors, lines, boxes) is usually lost. When you export a printable report to a PDF file all the formatting
remains intact, but the exported report cannot be edited. This issue can be resolved by exporting the
report from the database to a PDF file, and then converting it to a Word Document. Starting with
MS-Office 2013, MS-Word can directly import and convert PDF files: browse to open a file, select
PDF as the file type, and open the required file. Various conversion utilities are also available, both as
programs that can be installed on your computer and as online services (search for: convert PDF to
DOCX).

27

A Memo field can store large amounts of information. It allows up to 65,536 alphanumeric characters,
equivalent to up to 15 pages of text. Unlike other Data Fields, you can apply rich-text formatting to the data: set
colors, change fonts, make data bold or italic or underlined, use bullet or number lists. However, it cannot hold
tables or pictures.
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105.
Screen capture utilities allow you take a screen shot, which can be compared to taking a
picture of the computer screen or part of it. These utilities typically allow you to select the entire
screen, select a window or draw a rectangle, and take a ‘picture’ of your selection which you can then
paste into Word documents, Excel spreadsheets and graphics programs. Screen capture utilities have
been used extensively to prepare the Figures in these guidelines, and can also be used, for example, to
capture information from the internet. Windows has a built-in utility called Snipping Tool that can be
used for basic screen shots\28. There are many free and paid screen
capture programs available: good free versions include EasyCapture
and PicPick\29. PlaMES has a built-in screen capture utility that can be
used to copy and paste parts of reports, tables and graphs that you see
on the screen.
106. Photos of project activities, structures and facilities, farmer groups and individual beneficiaries
can be a good way to complement numbers and written reports. There are many ways to share such
photos, in reports, via email and on web-based sharing sites such as Flickr, Google Photos and
Facebook, where pictures taken with a mobile phone are easily uploaded. When coordinates of
infrastructure or beneficiary organizations are
collected and entered, these can be shown on
a map. Click on
below a field that has
coordinates, and PlaMES will open your
browser and send the coordinates to be shown
on Google Maps (this requires internet
connection). Data in the coordinates field in
the Outputs Register or Beneficiary
Organizations Register can also be copied
and pasted directly into Google Earth or
Google Maps. Coordinates for multiple
structures can be exported to Excel, and from
there can be used to prepare a map in Google
My Maps\30.

28

How to use Snipping Tool to capture screen shots: see https://support.microsoft.com/engb/help/4027213/windows-10-open-snipping-tool-and-take-a-screenshot
29

EasyCapture: http://easycapture.en.softonic.com/. PicPick can be found at http://www.picpick.org.

30

For more information: https://support.google.com/mymaps/answer/3024454
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APPENDIX 1. WHAT’S NEW?
Fixes and modifications made after the release of version 4.00.

Version 4.06
1.

2.

Fixes. Minor errors and inconsistencies (bugs) were fixed:
a.

In some instances, baseline data for an indicator would be added up when this should not be
done, resulting in an incorrect baseline value in the indicator summary table.

b.

Related to the previous point, in some instances an average should be calculated for the
baseline value of an indicator, which was not done.

c.

In some instances, baseline data would be included when calculating cumulative values using
annual values for higher-level indicators (both summation and averaging), resulting in
incorrect cumulative values in the indicator summary table.

Forms. It was possible to add/edit expenditure data for a certain year when this should not be the case
(e.g. when activity-level monitoring data for a year was set to disabled by the administrator). The
unlock button has been disabled and a warning message added in these cases.

Version 4.05
3.

Fixes. Minor errors and inconsistencies (bugs) were fixed:
a.

When the number of households (part of outreach measurement) that had previously been
entered was changed for an output indicator, the change would not be included during data
exchange. This could cause some inconsistency in total outreach reporting.

b.

When changes were made to data that had previously been entered in the Outcomes/Impact
Register, the user and timestamp were not properly recorded and the changes were therefore
not processed during data exchange.

c.

When adding a year to the project period, some decentralized databases (Type 2) would not get
the necessary additional records to enter expenditure data for that year.

d.

Modifying expenditure data was not blocked when the administrator disabled editing AWPB
monitoring data for a certain year.

4.

Settings. Once entering activity quantities/results by quarter has been selected for a certain year (default
with better reporting), it can now no longer be changed back to entering annual targets/results (legacy).

5.

Reports. Print preview of printable reports. Because printing happens immediately without further
dialogue, Users must now first select a printer from the dropdown list with printers, before the [Print]
button can be used.

6.

Charts. The option to select quarters on the chart showing AWPB results compared to planned
quantities and expenditure compared to budget has been removed. The chart title was modified
accordingly. Both physical and financial progress are shown compared to annual targets (planned
quantities / total budget).

Version 4.04
7.

Fixes. Minor errors and inconsistencies (bugs) were fixed:
a.

Problems with entering indicator targets when a project has more than seven years
(inaccessible data fields for targets for year 8, 9 and 10).

b.

Incorrect formatting (shading) of exported indicator summary table.
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8.

Dashboard. AWPB implementation has been changed to AWPB monitoring.

9.

Dashboard. In addition to a chart showing the status of activities in the AWPB, the dashboard can now
show charts for output indicators (including total outreach) and for higher-level indicators.

10. Forms. Administrator options. Manual backup has been modified, specifically aimed at ensuring that
the data file is regularly copied to the cloud or an external storage device.
11. Reports. Report type - output level results. Data for the total outreach indicator (CI 1) can now be
shown using the chart for output indicators.
12. Other. When a location is specified in the administrator database where data files for read-only users
should be copied to, this is now done every time the database closes instead of only after data exchange,
to provide more regular updates to read-only users.
Version 4.03
13. Fixes. Various minor errors and inconsistencies (bugs) were fixed, including:
a.

Data exchange mode (Dropbox, Google Drive, other) was not copied during data exchange.

b.

Duplicating an activity in some cases copied the activity to a different year than the one
specified.

14. Forms. Filters have been added on the Register of Activities Form, to only show records that have been
changed after a certain date, or to only show records that have been entered in the database of a certain
institution.
15. Forms. In cases where the variance between Budget by Quarter and Budget by Financier for an activity
in the AWPB is a fraction (e.g. ZMW 0.34), the data entry forms showed a warning (red box) but also
showed the variance to be zero, because numbers were rounded. Fractions are now shown.
16. Forms. The Register of Progress (progress with AWPB implementation), now shows a percentage of
achievement compared to what was planned for each activity, inside the color code that shows activity
status.
17. Forms. If users forget their password, they can now directly change the password from the logon form
using a temporary password issued by the administrator.
18. Forms and Reports. At activity level, the word ‘target’ has been replaced by ‘quantity’ to better
distinguish between targets for indicators (at output and higher levels) and quantities for planned
activities (in the AWPB).
Version 4.02
19. Fixes. Various minor errors and inconsistencies (bugs) were fixed, including an error reported by
WAMPP, when exporting output-level results to Excel.
20. Reports. A system report with details on the computer, MS-Access and PlaMES has been added to
assist in case of issues.
21. Reports. Improved trendlines for charts showing results for higher-level indicators.
22. Reports. Improved Y-axis (scaling) on a chart showing Beneficiary Organizations, which was cluttered
and showing too many numbers when there are many Beneficiary Organizations.
23. Reports. Improved table with Beneficiary Organization details exported to Excel, now including
coordinates.
24. Reports. Added customizable title fields to Budget Summary Charts, as was already the case for other
charts.
25. Other. When updating to a new version, read-only (type 4) databases will now retain the information on
where to look for updated data files. Previously, this was lost during updating.
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Version 4.01
26. Fixes. Various minor errors and inconsistencies (bugs) were fixed.
27. Setup. During initial setup, it is now possible for a project to select ‘USD’ instead of local currency as
the currency used when entering AWPB budget details.
28. Setup. The installer now shows the options ‘Normal installation’ and ‘First Admin Setup’. When there
is an existing installation, the only option will be ‘Update’.
29. Setup. During installation, both a 32-bit and 64-bit version of PlaMES are now installed with two
shortcuts on the desktop.
30. Setup. When exporting a data file (Type 2 or Type 3) from the Administrator Options Form, it is now
required to select a user from a dropdown list, to make sure that a user/operator (username and
password) has been entered in the system.
31. Uninstalling. During uninstall, the folder plames backup which contains backup files is no longer
removed - old data files could then be recovered from this folder.
32. Forms. Filters have been added on some Forms showing the contents of registers, to only show records
that have been changed after a certain date, or to only show records that have been entered in the
database of a certain institution.
33. Data entry. For AWPB activities, a ‘Budget comments’ field has been added where additional budget
details (e.g. cost items) can be described. This is a text field (maximum 255 characters).
34. Data entry. The layout of the Form to enter activity details has been modified a little. ‘Implemented
when’ is now below ‘targets’. When the total by quarter and the total by financier are not the same, only
the ‘variance’ is shown with a red border around the budget by quarter and budget by financier
subforms.
35. Data entry. For AWPB activities, a ‘Duplicate’ button has been added which makes it possible to
duplicate an activity with all its details (copy it into the same year or a different year).
36. Data entry. On the Sub-Form to enter indicator data (Beneficiary Organizations Register, Outputs
Register and Outcomes Register), disaggregation by sector and financial product (SEC/P), used by
some Core Indicators, has been removed. Instead, such disaggregation must be included in the indicator
description (administrator menu, indicator definitions).
37. Data entry. for the Beneficiary Organizations Register and Outputs Register, a separate small Form is
opened when entering a field with coordinates in data entry mode. It allows coordinates to be entered as
either degrees-minutes-seconds or decimal degrees, and checks for errors in coordinates.
38. Reports. Forms showing charts have been redesigned and made more consistent. A ‘next chart’
button is included for when there are multiple charts.
39. Reports. On some Forms showing charts, the sub-title can now be modified (alternative text can be
entered manually) so that the chart with a custom title can be captured using screenshot.
40. Reports. For AWPB implementation, two filters have been added to the reports Form, ‘status’ and
problem activity (‘red flag’).
41. Reports. Charts showing Beneficiary Organization status have been improved, including a graph that
compares baseline and current information for the status of Beneficiary Organizations.
42. Reports. At output level, a table exported to Excel has been added with detailed indicator results.
43. Reports. In output indicator graphs it is now possible to include the indicator target (end target) as a
horizontal line when showing indicator results.
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44. Reports, a button has been added below the coordinates field in the Beneficiary Organizations Register
and Outputs Register, which opens the browser on a computer and shows the coordinates entered on
Google Maps.
45. Reports. A printable report for higher level results (outcome, PDO, impact) has been added.
46. Reports. In charts for higher level indicators, it is now possible to include the indicator target (end
target) as a column in the final year when showing indicator results.
47. Data exchange. After submitting for data exchange (Type 2 or Type 3 database), the dashboard will
now show > Status. Clicking on ‘status’ will open a small Form with information on the ongoing data
exchange and the possibility to cancel data exchange, in case there are any issues.
48. Data exchange. On the ‘exchange’ Form, each record now shows a question mark in the ‘Check’
column. Click on the question mark to: (i) change the path in case the path that is shown is wrong and
the folder cannot be found; (ii) view detailed information about the data file in the folder.
49. Other. The administrator can now issue a temporary password for a specific user, for example when
someone forgets their password (‘change password’ form).
50. Other. References to ‘RIMS’ have been removed and replace by ‘Core Indicator’ or ‘CI’.
51. Other. When using manual backup on the administrator menu, it is now possible to specify where the
copy of the data file should be saved.
52. Other. The indicator type ‘physical progress’ has been renamed to ‘operations’.
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